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Combining the physical benefits of cardio, strength

training, Pilates, and yoga, horseback riding improves

core strength, posture, balance, and muscLe control-ail

while toning your legs, butt, and core.

Drawn by the ambience-the tree-lined trail and open

air fields-horseback riding can be far more appealing

than jogging on a treadmill or doing crunches on a gym

floor. "Lots of people buy a gym membership and don't

go, but I know very few people who start riding who say,

'Oh I have to go to the barn' (grumbling)," says Heather

Sansom, riding instructor and personal trainer.
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Core muscles are constantly working -when riding and

are essential for maintaining baiance six feet off the

ground. "You're sitting on an object that's a bit like sitting

on a balance bail that's floatincr in the air," says Sansom.
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Maintaining good posture is a must in horseback riding'

"Really bad posture is an accident waiting to happen,"

warns Sansom. Riders sit tall and relaxed with their

shoulders back, allowing for the neutral posture that's

often worked on in Pllates classes. Maintaining good

posture on the back of a horse will have you walking

taller and straighter on the ground'
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Horses are sensitive animals that react to slight muscle

shifts. In order to control the horse, riders learn to isolate

the muscles needed to lead the horse, while keeping the

rest of their body under control. Riders who work at desk

jobs and have a tendency to tense their shoulders must

learn to relax these muscles; tensing up wiil hurt the

horse, pulling the bit {arther into its mouth, and affecting

the way the horse reacts to the rider'

"You have to be more conscious about controlling your

body and your movements so that you're being kind to

your horse in the vray that you're riding," says Sansom'
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While providing many fitness benefits, the mental

health advantages of the human-horse bond shouldn't

be taken 1ightly. Equine assisted therapy is often used to

build confidence, particularly in children with autrsm,

individuals suffering from depression, and veterans with

post-traumatic stress.

Horses demand respect because of their size and

strength. "Because you're on a large horse and you're

bigger than you are on the ground, you feel bigger fand]

more capable," says Sansom. This sense of control and

accomplishment helps riders handle difficult situations

that arise in their lives.
Randy Hamelin is a psychologist and EAGALA

(Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association)

-certified equine therapist who says horses have an

innate ability to teach behaviour-control mechanisms'

"The horses mirror the behaviour of people," says

Hamelin. By leading horses through a series of exercises

on the ground, individuals can see themselves through

the horses' reactions to their body language and

mannerisms and learn to adjust their behaviours,

both in the arena and in their daily 1ife, to get their

desired results.

Daphne Davey has been a therapeutic riding
instructor since r979 r,r,ith the Canadian Therapeutic

Riding Association (CanTRA). A nonprofii organization

with approximately roo centres operating across
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the country, CanTRA offers therapeutic riding for
physically disabled adults and children and individuals
suffering from mental health difficulties.

Davey says therapeutic riding has proved
particularly useful in treating autism. "The horse
doesn't demand an emotional response," says Davey,
who tel1s the story of an autistic child who had never
said a word to a person but was overheard in the stable
talking to his horse. "He felt free enough to be able to
talk to the horse because the horse wasn't going to turn
around and ask him a question that he felt he couidn't
answer," says Davey.

The human-animal bond isn't any different from
what you would get with a dog or cat, but the added
physical benefit provided by riding can also go a long
way toward imoroving one's mental state. "When you
improve your physical condltion, you'1l also feel better,"
says Davey. O

Lisa Evans is a health and wellness freelance writer who fell
rn love with horses while attending horseback riding camp
as a child.
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